HAMISH BROWN

Climbing in the Atlas Mountains
A Survey
(Plates 24-27)

I

magine a country with eighty per cent sunshine throughout the year,
grand mountain scenery, its rock climbing potential barely touched, all
within easy reach, with no political hassles or costly fees, and a lovely people.
It may sound too good to be true but it all exists in Europe's nearest truly
exotic foreign country: Morocco. The Atlas Mountains, which sweep across
from north-east to south-west, separating 'the desert and the sown', offer a
climber's paradise.
Quite why the Atlas has suffered neglect by climbers from Britain is hard
to understand. Perhaps the names are too difficult - there's no kudos in
reporting unpronounceable climbs - or the information is hidden away in
French publications. 1 Time the cat escaped from out of the bag.
I spent a winter in the Atlas in 1965 and repeated this delight in 1966.
Having gone there specifically to climb (Notes in AJ 1966) I ended simply
hooked on the whole Atlas ambience and began to wander rather than be
restricted to one area. The natural outcome of this was an end-to-end trek
in 1995 2 : 96 days, 900 miles and about 30 peaks bagged. Far from rounding
off my knowledge, the trip introduced me to a score of new worthy areas to
visit and I've had five Atlas months every year since. 3
The scope for climbing is vast. The country must have 50 limestone
gorges, miles long and up to 2000 feet deep, each of which would fill volumes
of climbs if located in Europe, while on the mountains there are crests to be
traversed and notable granite faces still virgin. Ninety per cent of rock
climbing takes place in just two areas.
Perhaps history plays a part in this neglect. Surprisingly, the first explorers
to get into the Atlas, rather than going round them, were British. 4 Morocco
might well have been pink on the map but the cynical carve-up (Algeciras
1906) saw Britain yield to France on condition they gave the Brits their
chance in Egypt. The French Protectorate was declared in 1912. The First
World War delayed the 'conquest' of the dissident areas in Atlas and desert
south till 1934 but the 1920s and 1930s were a golden age of Atlas climbing.
Not a few leading French (GHM) climbers worked in Morocco 5 and lost
no time in exploring the range, mainly the Toubkal massif with the lure of
Toubkal itself, at 4l67m the highest point in North Africa. In 1938 they
produced a guidebook to the area,6 revised in 1942 and available in a modem
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reproduction. The period of struggle towards independence again put a
damper on exploration. The French departed, reasonably gracefully, in 1956.
Somehow, the years since have only seen periodic raids, with only a couple
of areas fashionable today, popular no doubt because easily reached from
tarmac roads.
The best known is the Todra Gorge to the south of the Atlas 7where a
tourist gawping spot has seen hotels open below 1OOOft sheer walls of superb
limestone. Most climbing is in a small area of this nutcracker narrowness.
The popillar routes have been bolted, of course. The other area is the Ameln
Valley in the Anti Atlas where, for a decade, the old foxes Joe Brown, Derek
Walker and, recently, Chris Bonington, have been enjoying miles of virgin
crags of impeccable quartzite. 8
The volcanic Toubkal massif received earliest attention naturally but offers
a mixed bag of conditions. Toubkal can be ascended on ski in winter and
offers several faces and ridges,9 the most popular the OSO Arete, a route
from Bentley Beetham. lO Wilfred Noyce ll made a flying visit and it was
AC reports like his and Tom Weir'sf2 winter routes, and Gavin Maxwell'sl3
interests, that took me there originally.
The story of deciding which was the highest point and climbing it is
entertaining. 14 To put it in context, the fIrst ascent by outsiders of Toubkal,
the Everest of this 'Tibet of Africa', took twelve years after the South Pole
was reached, despite Morocco being geographically closer to Europe than
is Britain.
One other area, and possibly the most spectacular, the 'Dolomites of
Morocco', lies distantly in the Central Atlas, and is variously given as Aioui
or Aroudane. French climbers (Charlet, Mailly, Bonnet, Magnin etc)
explored this area of big limestone walls and towers in the 1960s and various
parties have irregu1arly added routes. IS The amount of rock untouched is
staggering and with pistes or dirt tracks to Zawyat Ahancal, access is now
as simple as a Land Rover run from Marrakesh.
Roger MaillY,16 a French ex-pat, produced a book in 1964 which fIrst
drew my attention to possibilities outside the Toubkal massif. Almost
anywhere I've gone since has areas of climbing which would repay visits,
to me enhanced by their remoteness, which is relative. The trekking to reach
such areas offers its own rich enjoyment.
Most areas have resident guides (accompagnateurs), or they can be picked
up from popular areas, who can fIx whatever is wanted, lay on food, cook,
provide tentage and all transport arrangements. The last is usually the use
of mules to carry everything after Land Rovers have deposited the group at
a starting point. 17 The Berber helpers are all such hospitable, friendly people
that there's a great cultural enjoyment too. Food is good, ailments few,
nasties that bite, sting or suck rarely met, and the climate offers more or
less year-round l8 action.
My French ma/tre, Michael Peyron, has explored the Atlas over a lifetime
of working in Morocco 19 and gives indications of other areas with recorded

24. The Cathedral in the Aroudane (Aioui) massif of the Central Atlas, the 'Dolomites of Morocco'.
It is unclimbed. (Hamish Brown) (p81)
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climbs such as the Jbel Sabro, the dry south, and on the northern edges of
the Western Atlas, a very rugged, rocky area.
The Western Atlas has become very much my special place, with the
heart of it the Tichka Plateau,20 a 'lost world' north of Taroudant, ringed
with cliffs, huge crests, walls and ridges, potentially the most exciting
climbing area still to be tackled. Peaks like Awlim and others on the south
rim have fine granite crags; the north rim has more friable rock but is on a
grand scale. Outliers like Ras Moulay Ali, Ikkis, Flillis are excellent
challenges.
West from this area lies a long crest, first traversed in its entirety on our
big 1995 traverse,21 leading past Awlim and Tinergwet with fangs that show
well from Taroudant and where there are good virgin faces. French (1927)22
and Polish (1934)23 groups nibbled at Awlim. The Tichka Plateau is the
source of the Oued Nfis which flows east for a week's walking before breaking
out northwards, and much of its upper reaches are hemmed in by jagged
peaks and gorges, all with potential. Scottish explorer Joseph Thomson24
climbed Jbel Igdat, 3616m, the highest summit west of the Toubkal area,
in 1888; Hooker and Ball25 in 1871 had climbed Jbel Gourza, 3280m, the
first Atlas 3000er ascended by outsiders. 26
Besides the climate, people, the climbing and trekking itself, other good
points are the easy access, current political stability and cheapness. While
there is quite a range of general information27 and selected specifics there is
little hope of finding maps (1:50,000/1:100,000). There are ways round
this snag28 and local knowledge and organisation can help avoid many of
the pitfalls of ignorance. The Atlas is easy once you know the ropes and
have reliable contacts.
Mountain valleys are intensely cultivated and peopled by the Berbers,
who have been there for millennia, a hardy race and hospitable. They are
basically crofters. East of the Bou Guemez valley the huge high plateaux
are only used for transhumance grazing while in the Middle Atlas there
are extensive cedar forests. There is climbing to be found almost anywhere
and a mix of trek and climb is often the most memorable experience.
Outside the Toubkal massif the only 4000er is Ighil Mgoun, 4068m, south
of the popular ValUe Heureux of the Bou Guemez. 29 This is a massive long
crest with no technical interest but is surrounded by some of the deepest
gorges: the Wandras (climbing pitches), Arous (one abseil in descent) and
the Imgoun (a two-day wet trek of great character). Tarkeddit offers more
technical climbing and a Cuillin-like traverse.
Further east, in the Central Atlas a tarmac and piste road crosses the
Atlas via Irnilchil, and east of this line there are plenty of challenging rock
peaks which have received minimal attention. Two huge multi-topped, screefeeding mountains keep wicket at the far east: Jbel Maskar, 3265m, and
Jbel Ayachi, 3747m, the latter for long thought to be the highest peak.
Both come into their own in winter.
The Middle Atlas, with Jbel bou Iblane, 3172m, the highest, has little
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rock climbing on offer (good ski-mountaineering). Jbel Sahro, south of the
High Atlas has some routes described in Peyron 19 but must be largely
unexplored (the conglomerate offers some resistance) and is a winter option
(too hot for comfort in summer).
I'm very happy to help anyone seriously interested in climbing in the
Atlas, either with briefmgs in the UK, supplying maps, and giving contacts
in Morocco or organising a visit in person. Climbing can have the feel of a
'meet', with ropes shooting off on different ploys from any camp, but an
expert along ensures no waste of time. 3D The Alpine Club Library31 has
copies of almost all useful publications and a fIle of copied maps (mostly
1:100,000), while I have probably as large a collection in Fife,32 so both
south and north are catered for. (The SMC library is of limited use.) I also
have the largest collection of Atlas slides and am happy to give lectures,
briefings, etc, using these.
Ski-mountaineering33 has a popular following but the vagaries of weather
can make this unreliable. Ice, as we know it, barely exists - snow tends to
ablate, and turns into hard neve - but winter climbing can still be attractive
with long crest routes giving 'reliable Cuillins·. South-facing crags in winter
may give rock climbing while, across the valley, north faces are deep in snow.
Whatever one goes to Morocco to do, the colourful, zestful life of city
and mountains and the rewards of good mountaineering will lure one back.
Few people just visit the Atlas once.

NOTES
1.

2.

3.

Mostly in La Montagne, and other publications of the Club Alpin
Franc;ais. The Alpine Club library has a set. Some important articles
appear in Dec 68; Feb 71; 1973 (No 2); 1977 (No 1); 1981 (No 2); 1985
(No 4); 1986 (No 4); 1989 (No 1). The CAF, Section Casablanca,
operates several mountain huts and refuges in the Toubkal massif.
In Dec 2001 ninety copies of my 223pp Atlas Traverse were privately
published for subscribers. A few copies are available, £23 plus £3.50
p&p to the address below, at end of paragraph (3). This gives a great
deal of historical and cultural background as well as the topographical
descriptions and was done to see this information was deposited in
major libraries (SMC, AC, AAC, RSGS, RGS, etc).
Under the heading AMIS (Atlas Mountains Information Services) I
act as a clearing house for Atlas matters and also organise a regular
programme of exploratory treks, spring and autumn, on which places
may be available. I'm also happy to organise any type of trip for specific
groups of enthusiasts. SAE with any queries to AMIS, 26 Kirkcaldy
Road, Burntisland, KY3 9HQ (Tel. 01592-873546) but note, Feb-June,
October, I'm probably in Morocco! Most of the books mentioned are
stocked. List available.

25. The highest peak in North Africa, Jbel Toubkal (4167m), seen from Oukalmeden.
(Hamish Brown) (p8I)

26. Another view of the Aroudane massif in the Central Atlas. (Hamish Brown) (P81)
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I hope eventually to write a book about these early explorers, having
retraced their routes/climbs, a fascinating story, deserving to be told.
See Notes 24. and 25. and also R B Cunninghame Graham: Margrebel-Acksa (1898). (He tried to reach Taroudant by the Nfis.)
Jaques de U:piney, Louis Neltner, Marquis de Segonzac, A Stofer, M
de Prandieres, J Dresch, et al. Lepiney (see AJ 1928), Pollitzer-Pollenghi
(see AJ 1933), Bentley Beetham (see FRCCJ 1952) and Rand Herron
were very active.
J Dresch et J de Lepiney, Le Massif du Toubkal. 1938/1942.
(repro. available, AMIS.)
Situated above Tinerhir, reached by bus from Ourzazate or Marrakech
(flights link these towns but the Tizi n' Tichka drive over the Atlas
should not be missed). Taxi from Tinerhir to Todra Gorge where a
variety of accommodation available. The small inn at the gorge entrance
has route descriptions left by climbers.
Tafraoute the base, reached from Agadir via Tiznit or Alt Baha by busor hire a car as routes lie above the Ameln Valley on the Jbel Kest
(2359m highest) and other outliers like Jbel Mkorn 2344m. An area of
weird granite tors which give unlimited bouldering (some world-class
climbers were so engrossed with this they missed the real climbing
area; good quartzite). The Hotel Arnandier has a route book of what
has been recorded. The highest Anti Atlas summit is Jbel Aklim, 253lm
which lies east of Igherm/lrherm reached from Taroudant, an area of
odd conglomerate formations.
A Salkeld (edit), World Mountaineering,1998, has specifically climbing
coverage of Toubkal. Most useful area guide is R Collomb, Atlas
Mountains, Morocco (West Col). See also Peyron. 19
R Knight, Trekking in the Moroccan Atlas gives a blow by blow trekking
description of certain popular routes here, in the Bou Guemez, etc.
The OSO was climbed in 1930 and in 1927 Bentley Beetham had made
the first British ascent of Toubkal.
Wilfrid Noyce, 'Climbing Solo in the High Atas' in A J 1962.
Tom Weir, 'Spring Climbs in the High Atlas' in SMCJ 1957, or his
remarkable Weir's World, An Autobiography of Sorts, 1994.
Gavin Maxwell, Lords of the Atlas, tells the 19th century history of the
tribal chiefs who dominated the Atlas, a good read. (A sumptuous
illustrated edition, Constable 2000.)
Joseph Thomson, from the Tizi Likemt, 1888, pinpointed Toubkal as
highest but this was overlooked and French climbers only slowly gained
their success, going for remote Iferouane first before deciding on
Toubkal. A first attempt was washed out and success came in 1923.
Iferouane was mapped as 400lm and so 'had to be done' by many
groups, but later it was demoted to 3996m! The crest from near Toubkal
towards the Tizi n' Tichka gave a magnificent winter traverse (four
bivvies over 3000m), traversing Iferouane and the Taska n' Zat peaks,
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the remotest summits of the Toubkal massif. See H Brown, 'Ridge of
Dreams' in AJ 1987.
Zawyat Ahancal, reached via Azilal and Ait M'hamid or up the Oued
Ahancal valley from the Bin el Ouidane lac, is the base. Gites. Beyond
(south) are big gorges with great towers flanking them (some major
routes), down-valley a 20km scarp (all unclimbed) while Aroudane
(Aioui) to the west is a huge long face with innumerable ridges and
perhaps 30 big routes. The Cathedral faces remain unclimbed.
R Mailly, Villes et Montagnes Maroccaines, 1964. (He had climbed/
explored since the 1940s.)
A mule costs c.£6 a day and will carry 4-5 rucksacks (2001 prices). A
Land Rover can cost up to £100 per day, (6 pax).
Spring begins in the Anti Atlas in mid-February and spreads steadily
north (and upwards). The highest passes should be clear by June. July,
August and on into September can be very hot in Marrakesh or the
south but reasonable in the hills. Snowfall can be expected from mid
October and can fall anytime through to May, but on the whole,
sunshine still prevails.
Michael Peyron's 2 volumes are the most comprehensive guides to the
whole Atlas, under the heading of Great Atlas Traverse; vol I Moussa
Gorges to Ayt Bou Wgammaz, Vol 11 Ayt Bou Wgammaz to Midelt.
These can be difficult to follow without maps but are still the most
important guidebooks available. Some climbs are described.
Imaradene, 3352m, the highest plateau peak, was chosen for the TV
programme in the Wilderness Walks series. Access is easiest from
Taroudant, after flying to Agadir. A young English-speaking helper
from Taroudant, Ali, has been my main assistant for all main
explorations and can organise trips to virtually anywhere. The Western
Atlas is very much our speciality. Tichka to Toubkal trek is described
in Top Treks of the World (New Holland 2001).
Four bivvies, from the Plateau to Arg, below Jbel Tichka. Scrambling
but seeing many areas of climbing interest.
Louis N eltner. The whole Juillet 1929 number of La Montagne is given
over to Neltner's summary of Atlas activity till then.
A very successful group which made new ascents in Western Atlas,
Toubkal and Central Atlas. At this time the Central Atlas was virtually
unknown territory.
J Thomson, Travels in the Atlas and Southern Morocco (1889). He
penetrated to new areas, criss-crossed the range, climbed Igdat and
was the most exciting pioneer though strangely neglected. Born in
Dumfriesshire he was a famous East African explorer.
J D Hooker & J Ball, A Journal of a Tour in Morocco and the Great
Atlas, 1878. Along with G Maw, this trio made the first mountaineering
sortie into the Atlas. Constant obstruction and danger curtailed much,
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as always in the 19th century. But they reached a tizi (pass) near Toubkal
(and created misconceptions that long continued) and climbed Jbel
Gourza, 3280m, from Arnizmiz. Hooker became director of Kew
Gardens; Ball was the fIrst president of the AC. He wrote up his visit
in AJ, Volume VI.
They found a shrine on top where bulls were sacrifIced. The ruins are
still there. Technically there is no reason why shepherds should not
have been up Toubka1 in past centuries - not that it offers grazing!
Mountain tops, especially in the Anti Atlas, are often holy places, with
shrines.
The best general guides, regularly updated, are The Rough Guide to
Morocco (I did the mountain sections), The Cadogan Guide to Morocco
(B Rogerson) and Footprint Morocco (J McGuinness). Culture Shock,
Morocco (0 Hargraves) gives useful background too. Some other titles
of interest: M & R Bidwell, Morocco, the Travellers' Companion 1992
(Anthology of writing), B Rogerson, A Travellers' History of North Africa
1998, B Clark, Berber Village 1959 (Book Soc. edits often available),
Gravures Rupestres du Haut Atlas 1992 (prehistoric carvings), A Keohane,
The Berbers of Morocco 1992 (picture book).
AMIS holds maps to all the mountain areas and will photocopy (colour)
anything to order (not March-May; act). Best ring and discuss fIrst,
see Note 3. All scales. A few maps for sale. A set of 4 copies for the
main Toubka1 area is often available from Starnfords, 12-14 Long Acre,
London WC2E 9LP (Te1: 0207-836 1321). They also carry a good
selection of general guides and books on Morocco wildlife.
A Fougerolles, Le Haut Atlas Central 1981. (Many maps and airviews,
exhaustive). A booklet (illustrated/useful maps) Randonees Pedestres dans
le Massif du M'Goun is worth fInding and West Col produce an invaluable
Mgoun Massifmap guide. For 'The crossing of 19hil M'Goun' see
article by Donald Mill, SMCJ 1973.
Working out transport options, local guides and accommodation, mule
hire, what food is available, etc., all takes time (and hassle) and it's
worth paying perhaps 10% more to avoid problems.
Alpine Club, 55 Charlotte Rd, London EC2A 3QF. Tel: 020-7613-0755
(Librarian, Margaret Eccleston).
Available while I'm in the UK., see Note 3.
C Cominelli, Ski Dans Le Haut Atlas de Marrakech 1984 (useful maps)
P Cliff, Ski mountaineering (1987) has a chapter on a Toubkal area Haute
Route.

There are two large-format picture books with various trekking and climbing
descriptions from many areas which are useful: B Domenech, Le Maroc
1989, and A Fougerolles, Le Haut Atlas 1991. See Rough Guide for notes of
city bookshops which will have stocks of mountaineering interest.

27. The overhanging walls of the Wandras Gorge, south of the popular Vallee Heureux
of the Bou Guemez. (Hamish Brown) (p8l)
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The Peaks of the Atlas Above 3500m
There are sometimes bewildering variations in spelling mountain names and agreeing their heights - but generally the 1:100,000 map is followed.
Starred (*) heights are subsidiary summits. The Toubkal massif (T) has the
largest haul, followed by the Central Atlas (C), Western Atlas (W) and the
isolated giants of Anghomar and Ayachi. Pronunciation: ou is a w sound
and terminal e not pronounced. Below 3500m there are hundreds of
mountains. Height guarantees neither quality nor climbing potential.

Jbel Toubkal (4165)

Scruffy tourist route but good
routes available. Can be very
busy.

T 4088
(T) 4080*

Timesguida n' Ouanoukrim
Ras n' Ouanoukrim -

Names are 'head' / 'shoulder'.
Easily linked pair. Best in
winter.

C

Ighil Mgoun (Oumsoud)

Wavecrest above scalloped
corries. Many subsidiary tops.
(SW 4008)

(T) 4020*

Toubkal, West Top

Outliers, often crossed following routes for Toubkal

(T) 4010*

Imouzzer (Toubkal)

T

4015

Afella n' Ouanoukrim
(4043)

T

4010

Akioud n'bou Imhraz

T

3996

Iferouane (4001)

Remote, on watershed E of
Toubkal. Not named on
1: 100,000. Once thought
highest of Atlas. Highest of the
Ridge of Dreams, 4-day traverse,
Tizi-n-Tagharat - Taska-n-Zat,
which has other nameless tops
of3727,3674, 3728,3728,
3868, none outstanding in
character.

T

3990

Biiguinoussene (4002)

Climber's peak, facing Toubkal.

T

4167

4068

Like Timesguida and Ras these
face Toubkal across the valley.
Akioud/Afella are climbers'
peaks.
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T

3980

Tazarhart (Tazaghart)

Next valley west of Toubkal.
Good climbing summer or
winter.

T

3912

Taska n' Zat

Isolated, south of the Ourika
valley, a multi-topped crest.

(T) 3900*

Tadaft n'bou Imrhaz

A pure rock-climbers' peaklet.

T

Adrar-n-Ineghmar
(Anghomer)

Good granite but remote, over
col east of Tachddirt.

(T) 3887*

Tibherene

Good traversing from this
Toubkal top. (Plane wreckage!)

C

3883

Jbel n-Nig-Ouamassine

The sprawl next Mgoun, so
completely neglected.

T

3882

Bou Iguenouane

Favourite ski ascent from
Tachddirt.

C

3877

Jbel Tazoult-n-Ouguerd

Twin of Nig. Overlooking
Wandras Gorge.

(T) 3875*

Ouimli1ene (Dome d'Ifni)

Dominant top high on the long
SE ridge of Toubkal.

T

3853

Adrar n' Dern

Next to, and as dull, as
Iferouane.

T

3842

Aksoual (3903)

Facing Tachddirt (hut). Fine
winter routes.

C

3819

Jbel Tignousti

Twin of Rhat which steals its
thunder.

(T) 3818*

Taska n' Zat (E Top)

The Zat traverse wortliwhile.

C

3781

Jbel Rhat (Ghat)

A huge 'berg' but rotten cliffs

C

3763

Jbel Wawgoulzat

Offering sport. (The flank a ski
route.) Several challenging
tops: Tagafayt 3729, Tiflwado
3651, etc.

3899
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T

3755

Afekol

The symmetrical cone below
Toubkal - a pleasant scramble.

T

3753

Tichki

Next Afekol. Scramble.

3747

Jbel Ayachi

A huge crest of many tops (3727,3691,
3686) dominating the far east of the
Atlas. Fine in winter. (Midelt)

T

3741

Arjollt

Above the craggy upper Ourika;
seldom climbed.

C

3677

Azurki

Dominant fin NE of the Bou Guemez.
Ski mountain.

T

3670

Adrar Tinilim

"First on the crest to Iferouane-Zat.

T

3664

Azrou n' Tamad6t

NW face dominates Imlil. Potential.

W 3616

JbelIgdat

Highest west of Toubkal, dominating
the Nfis. Fine traverse; winter best.

T

3616

Angour

Climbs on Oukalmeden face and
above Tachddirt.

3609

Jbel n' Anghomar
(lnghemar)

Isolated viewpoint east of Telouet.
All scree.

3595

Adrar Meltzen

Tent shape from Marrakech had
pioneers thinking it highest. Fine
ridges, particularly winter.

W 3579

Jbel Erdouz

Near Igdat, good scramble traverse.

T

3578

Adrar Tircht
(bou Ouriol)

Dominating Tizi n' Tichka. Climbing
on N. Ski ascent from tizi.

C

3565

Tarkeddit
(highest, Aghouri)

A Cuillin ridge, all 3500m+ above.
Tessaout sources.

Jbel Tinergwet

One of the fangs (with rockier Awlim)
seen from Troudant. Awlirn the
climbs.

T

W 3551
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T

3547

Aguelzim

The last peak on crest - looks
best from Imlil. A winter choice.

C

3519

Ighil-n-Igoudamene

Central, fine viewpoint but a
dull slog. Bou Guemez.

C

3513

Tiferdin

W of Wawgoulzat. Minor
appeal. (Only one not known
personally.)

Quite a few of the climbing peaks mentioned fall below 3500m: Awlim,
Oumzra, Moulay Ali, Imaradene, Mtdadene, Jbel Tabgourt and the Flillis
summits in the Western Atlas. Further east, peaks like Aroudane, Laqroun,
Mouriq, Tigounatin and Aklim (south of Mgoun) all have great character,
while none of the Jbel Sahro, Anti Atlas or Middle Atlas peaks reach great
heights.

